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METHORICS OF THE COAGULATION PROCESSES. I. 
MECHANISM. OF COAGULATION OF HYDROP.HOBIC so:r.s 
Bozo Teiak 
In order to emphasize the necessity that theory shou!d embrace the 
whole experimental evidence about coagu'.ation, a short review of the 
findings and empirical rules concern'.ng the coagu!at'on phenomena are 
given. Amorng them has been pointed out Sc h u l z e - Hard y's ru:e, 
the re!ationsh;p between the ionic size and the coagu:ation value, ·Bur-
t on - Bishop's rule, the evidence .about the adsorpt'.o'Il of the st·1bilizing 
i'ans, the Olbserva,tiorns 01£ e'!ectropho.ret'1c mobi.I!fy of the coagu'.atmg pa.or~ 
ticles, the effects of ion:c anta,gonism, the re:ationship between the coagu-
l.atiol!f value ·and the coeffidemt of the a.ct:'Vity of the electro'.yte, and 
others. To make an observation of .a:1 of these rel•l·tions in a we] defined 
set of exi>er~menta.I systems! pos•si•b:e, foe rea·s<lins were givein ·why the sols 
of silver ha1Iogenides in statu nascendi h.a•ve been ch:isen. Some results 
already obtained with such sols are discussed poinHng the w.ay to a 
theoretical approach. The coagulation mechanism is interpreted .1s a result 
of a change in the dynamical equilibrium which exists between the stab.i -
lizi.ng ions fixed on the wail of the particle and the counter ions. It was 
~sstimed that the coagu:ation is the result nf the lower · probabl:ity for 
the form.at'.on otf the iornic pa.i-rs between stahiJdzling and coogu1Jating ions 
a1ga'.lllst the s-~mila·r .assoc;a·tion-diis..sociafon equi•:ibr~a in the soiution in 
bulk. The inf'.uence of the density and the .arrangement of the s,ta·bilizing 
i1orns as compared to the confi1gur.atiolll o f the iorns -in the k'.llletical-statisrical 
lattice of the electrolytic so:iut:on has been emphasized in pa.rti_qular by 
poinfng out the possibi.!ity of the simple ratio between the logarithm of 
the critical concentration for the coa.gu'.ation and the critical di;; tance ed. 
This d istance is taken as the thickness of the shell of the coulombic 
i:nteractivrns of the <ionfo dJstributiclll spherC'S r·epresmt:n,g the simple model 
of ·the structure of an e!ectrolytic solution. 
Although there are many extensive theories of the stability 
and coagulation of the hydrophobic sols, it is difficult for an 
experimental worker to find the necessary' correlation between 
the theoretical predictions and some empirical facts. The dif-
ficulties arose principally from the complexity of the facto.rs 
involved in the mathematical treatment in the theories of 
Ve r w e y and 0 v er b e e k1) and L e v in e2) and others. It is 
true, there is a large number of various factors in colloidal 
systems, e. g., the number and size of the particles, their charges, 
the electrical and chemical interactions between the surface and 
the ionic component of the media, the influence of the dielectric 
constant, the role of the1 potentials of the L on d on - v an de r 
W a a 1 s type, the kinetic factors etc., which should be taken 
into account in every attempt to describe the syst~ms o·f this 
1) E. J. W. Ver we y and J. Th. 0 verb e e k, Theory, of the Sta-
bility of Lyophob:ic Co]oids, New-York -Amsterdam, 1948. 
2) S. Levine, Trans. Faraday Soc., 42, ·HU (194:6) ;· 44, 833 (1948). 
kind. The uncertainties, however, in the determination of their 
exact values will make all such theories. - which try to embrace 
nearly all of these factors - of a very limited use. The step 
by step procedure from one experimental result to the other 
seems to be nowadays a simpler, and, probably, a safer way in 
the circumstances where our knowledge of the structure of the 
interfaces and of the solutions shows such a. great number of 
vacant points. 
We shall therefore endeavour to find out the principal 
elements of the coagulaHon mechanism by investigating the 
simple coagulating systems in a way that only small and syste-
matic variations of the working conditions are applied. The 
electrolytic coagulation itself as a typical, very sensitive and 
abrupt process will be used for the determination of the cor-
respondence of state of such systems. For the correlation of 
the experimental results, an attempt ha:s already been made3) 
to draw a simple picture of the configuration of the boundary 
state using the most elementary conceptions of spacial distri-
bution. In general it seems that the process ·of coagulation may 
be a very useful indicator of the conditions in the boundary 
region where the states of both phases beyond the. boundaries 
could also be indirectly guessed through the special conditions 
determined by the structure of the space between them. · 1 
Nevertheless, by investigating the interdependence of the 
coagulation and . the gradual change of the conditions under 
which nearly all of the coagulation phen01mena occur, much 
of those· elements may be found. which are of, the greatest impor-
tance in settling the open questions in the important neighbouring 
fields. Thus .the process of coagulation may serve as an internal 
signal of the correspondence of the state of the boundary layers 
a:nd · the electrolytic solutions for which other experimental 
methods are rather insensitive. 
GENERAL EXPERIMENT AL . EVIDENCE . 
There is a great number of attempts to characterize the 
process of coagulati.on by various phenomena which are -
m~re. or less ne_arly - related to the esential part of the coagu-
lating mechanism itself. To menH6n all of· them it would be 
necessary to review the history of a great deal of colloid science, 
and therefore only the main relations will be given here in brief. 
This review aims espedally at emphasizing the need that the 
< . 3) B. T eZ a k, Z. physikaI. Chem., 191 A, 270 (1942); Arhiv kem. 19, 
19 (1947). 
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adual _ theqry of the coagulation should be capable to give for 
Cl.ll of the following findings al justifiable frame. 
The rule ol Schulze and Hardy. The classical investi-
gations of Sc h u 1 ze4) ; Linder and P iic to n5), and Hard y6), 
have clearly shown the electrkal character of the electrolytic 
coagu1ation of hydrophobic sols. The effectiveness of the ions 
which have a charge which is opposite to the charge of the 
colloid particles increaises enormously with the increase in 
valency (rule of Schulze and Hardy). For instance, in the 
case of the -co~gulation of negative arsenic trisu1phide sol, the 
cpagulation val_ues of 49.5, 0.691 and 0,093 mM were found for 
potassium, bariu:m -and aluminium chloride respectively. Since 
the formulation of this rule, there was a great many number 
of investigations with various sols such as ferric, aluminium, 
chromk, manganese, vanadium and -other oxides, copper fer-
rocyanide, silver iodide and bromide, sulphur, gold, silver, pa-
rafin, palmitic acid, mastic, and others. Ma:t;ty of thosel systems 
are very complex and the coagulations were pe·rformed under 
conditions where many foreign factors could inter.vene. Espe-
cially, the adsorption effects in purified systems of high sol 
concentraticins may prevent us to obtain net results. Thus it was 
found that the c·oagulating power of an electrolyte depends on 
the quality of the sol.- The purer the sol the less is the valency 
eHect7). Other deviations from the rule were -found with ions 
of higher valency and of very large. ionic size where the 
adsorption effects must be taken into account. But in spite of all 
these mostly undefined influences, the relations concerning the 
valency effect are in general consistent. 
The influence of · the dimension ol the coagulation ion. A 
review -of the ·retaHOii between the radius and the coagulating 
V'a:Iue· of an -ion has· been given by W o. 0 s t w a 1 d8). 
0 s t w a 1 d gives many examples from the collo'.d chemical l.ite~ 
rature that the ' coagulationi value of an ionic series, especially 
in some exp-ei:-inientS with · negative sols, follows the rule 
a~ording . .to the simple hyperbolic equation 
(1- Ifs.) (r +et)= b 
- -~- ~~-
. 4) -H. Sc h u.l z e, J. pr. Chem., {2) 25, 4131· (111882); 27, 320 (1883) ;- 32, 
3i!O (1885). - - - - -
•- _ 5)_ S. Under .and H. -P~cto111, J. Chem. Soc., 61, 1114 _ (1892); 67, 
64 (11895). -
6] W. B. Hardy, P.roc. Roy. Soc.,; 66, UO (1:889); J. Physical Chem., 
4, 255 {1900). 
7) N. R: Dhar .and · V. Go r e, J. Indian Chem. Soc., 6, 3111 {1009). 
B) Wo. 0 s t w a Id, K?liloid-Z. , 85, 34 (1938). 
where lk is the coefficient of activity for the coagulating · ioti, 
r the ionic radius in A, while a and b are constants characteristic 
for . the experimental system. The constants a · and b · vary 
b.etween 16 to 0.6 and 3·345 to 0~109, respectively, for an univalent 
ion, between 5·8 to 0·25 and 1 ·28 to 0·35, re~pectively, for a 
bival~nt . ion, and between 8·7 . to 1 ·5 and 2 to 0·3, respectively, 
for a trivalent coagulating ion. Th~re also exists .a simple rela~ 
tionship between the constants a and b. Generally, for the sols 
where t}:le hydrophobic behaviour is less marked,· there is a 
greater influem;:e of the ionic size on the coagulation. lt ~s inte:r-
~sting to note that 0 s t. w a: 1 d in discussing the relation between 
the size of the coagulating ion and its coagulating value has· 
pointed out . the possibility . that the ionic radius . could be 
~etermined from the coagulation data. As a proof he · gave a 
series . from F r e u n d 1 i c h' s investigations of -the coagulating 
pQWer of great organic ions9), wh.ere all (except of sfrychnin-
nitrate) . have found their reasonable place in the · series. · 
The rule ol Burl 0 n and Bish 0 p10). The problem of the 
purity of the sol11) arose primarily after the formufation of.the 
sol c·oncentration effects12). We quote Burt ci n's forinulatioi1 
of the rule: »For univalent ions the concentration of the fon 
necessary to produce :Coagulation increases with decreasing con~ 
centration of the c·olloid - this increase being very marked 
with low concentration of the colloid; For .bivalent ions the con-
centration of the ion necessary to produce the coagulation is. 
almost constant, i. e. independent of the concentration of th_e 
colloid. For trivalent ions the concentration of the ion necessa~ 
to produce coagu'lation varies almost directly with the COn· 
cetitration of the colloid.«13) 
Apart from the validity or . invalidity of the rule · of 
Sc h u 1 z e and Hardy, examinations of the validity of the 
rule of B u rt on and Bi s h o p ha:ve proved to be of prjiua.ry 
importance for the interpretation of many theories. Tl)~ greaf 
number of experimental results in connection with B u r t .on' s 
rule are given by Ostwald's, K ,ruyfs and W_eiser's 
9) H. Fr e ~ n d 1i c h, Kapillarchemie, 41 Ed., U Vol., Leipzjg 1931Z, p. 1;22. . . .. . . 
10) E. F. Burton and E. Bishop, J. Physical Chem., 24, 701 (1920) . 
11) R. C. J u d d and C. H. S o r u m, J~ Amer. Chem. Soc., 52, 2698 
(11930); E. D: F i s h er and C. H. Sorum, J. Physical Chem., 39, 2&~ 
(1935); 44, .62 (1'940). I . . . . . . . ~ 
·· · 12) H: R: Kruyt and J. van der S p e k, Kolloid-Z., 25, 1· (1919)._ . .. ' 
13) E. F. B u rt o n, The Physical P:rop.erties ·of Colloidal SO.lutio~s, 3 
ed. , ,J;.op_do?J..::':- New. Y9rk, 19~S, p. _;.19~. · · · ,. 
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schools. The experiments of 0 s t w a 1 d, Ka u f £man n1', lG) and 
others confirmed the rule; the results of Kruyt and his collabo-
rators16) show direct counter effects, while Wei s er and 
Mi 11 i g a n17) summarize their investigations with a conclusion 
that only fortuitous combination of circumstancies can give 
coagulation value' - sol concentration curves that are in accord 
with Burt on and Bish o p's rule. Ha z e 118) observed pro-
portionate stability with all electrolytes upon dilution of the 
~l of manganese oxide and arsenic trisulphide. This incon-
sistency of results in spite of the similarity of the material 
systems points out very impressively the complexity of the 
i;nvestigated field. · 
The adsorption ol ions; After settling the important questions 
of the neutralizing adsorption, the exchange adsorption, arid 
the direct adsorption of coagulating ions19), the central points 
to he still settled are: the determination of the extent - of 
adsorption of the stabilizing (potential determining) ion; the 
detection ·of the distribution of that ion on- the surface of the 
colloid particles; and the . determination of the proportion of 
these ions which are dn a free, dissociated state. The first of 
these points was solved in respect of silver iodide29) and bro-
mide21); the experimentally determined amounts o.f the adsorbed 
stabilizing iodide and bromide ions correspond to a~9ut 2°/o and 
0.5°/o of the colloid surface respectively. Concerning the distri· 
bution, Kruyt and V e r w e y20) believe that the stabilizing 
ions are attached only on corners, edges and spots of the imper-
fections of the crystalline particles. As to the proportion 
between the ions in the free and the associated state, the com-
plex ·results of electrokinetic and other phenomena allow only 
guesses. . 
.. The . electrophoretic _mobility. There are many findings o·f 
the_ parallelism between · stability and the electrokinetic poten-
tia:l or the values connected with it22), but there is also a great 
14) Wo; Ostwa !ld, Kolloid-Z., 75, 39 (1936). . 
1s) H. Kauffmann, Ko:Ioid-Z., 92, 343 (194-0); 93, 85 (1'9'40). 
16) H. R. Kruyt and M. A. M. K 1 o m p e, Kolloid-Beih., 54, 484 
~1943). ., ' ' . . 
17) H. 1B; Weiser and W. 0. Milligain, J. Ame·r. Chern. Soc., 62, 
1924 (1940). 
18) F. Haze I, J. Physical Chem., 45, 738 (19411). 
19) H. Freundlich, K. Joac.himsohn and G. Ettisch, Z. 
physikal. Chem., 41 A, 249 (1929). · 
201 E. J. W. Ver we y a<Ud H. R. Kruyt, Z. physika14 Chem. 167 A, 
137 (1933). ' ' ' ·. ' •' .··. ' ,· 
Z1) A. Ba s-i f1 ski, Ree. trav. chim., 59, 31311: (1940). . . · 
22) H. Eilers and J. Korff, Tra.ns: Faraday Soc., '·36, 229 (1940). 
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deal of evidence on the electrophoretic mobility of the coagu-
lating particles23) which is not in agreement with the simple 
conceptions of the role of the zeta potential in stability. It has 
been shown that the electrophoretic velocity of colloidal par-
tfoles increases with time in tbe presence of coagulating con~ 
Gerttrations of the electrolyte. This effe~t is the more marked 
the higher the valency of the coagulating ions. When the purity 
of the sol is co~paratively greater, the valency effect on the 
electrophorelic mobility disappears. This behaviour is analogous 
t_o the -decreasi~g valency effect on the coagulating power of 
electrolytes in the case of extremely pure sols. _ - _ -
»The , ionic antagonism; The sensitivity of the coagulating 
mechanism is specially manifested in the - variation of the 
coagulation values when mixtures of electrolytes of -different 
coagulation values are applied. These >influences :inay give an 
additivity, a sensibilization or ari antagonism effect. The pheno-
mena of ion antagonism have been found on various coanplex24) 
and simple25) sols, and -depend primarily on the presence of a 
relatively greater concentration of the accompanying ion in 
relation to the coagulating ion. In some cases the phenomena 
of ion antagonism are conditioned by the charge of the colloid 
particles. · 
The influence of the media. It has been generally observed 
that with a lower dielectric constant of the me·dia, the coagu-
lation values are regularly lowered. A review of those investi-
gations is given by 0 s t w a I d, Kokko r o .s and Ho ff man n26 ) 
together with an adequate discussion. 
The coefficient of electrolyte activity. In numerous papers w o. 0 s t w a !.d and his collaborators27) have attempted to show 
the preponderant role 0£ the -coefficient of activity of the do-
minating ion. It as of interest to mention that the systematic 
investigations of the relatively simple systems are rather scarce 
in Ostwald's reviews. The majority of the coefficients of activi~ 
ty o:f the coagulating electrolytes were calculated for corn· 
plex and concentrated sols. There are many reasons to assume 
23) J. N. Mukherjee, S. G. Chaudhur y and K. Bh .abak, J. 
Indian Chem. Soc., 13, 372 (1936). · · _ 
24) H. Freundlich .and J. Tamchyna, Ko:Jloid-Z., 53, 2188 (1930); 
H. B. W e i s e r, J. Phys~cal. Chem. 30~ 29 (1926) ; _F. Ha z. e l, J. Physica.1. 
Chem. 45, 747 (194'1). _ _ · _ . __ . - · 
23) A. Basinski, Racz. ·Chem,, 15; 43-0 (1935). - - -
26) Wo. Ostwald, H. KQkkorQs and. K. Ho-ffman n, KolLoid-Z., 
81, 48 (1937). - . ' - ' - -
2-) Wo. O s t y a 1 d, J.. .Phys:caL Chem., 42, 981' (1938) ; Kolloid.Z., 88, 
1- (1939) ; 94, 169 (1941). - - - -
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that Ostwald's postulates fk ~ const., and fk = const., where fk 
is the coefficient of activity of the coagulating ion, cannot be 
directly applied because of the superposition of the adsorption 
to the simple ionic effect. Only in the region of very small 
sol concentrations, where the adsorption effects are quite 
negligible, the physical meaning of the activity coefficient may 
be understood. But in these systems of lower sol concentrations 
the values ·Of the . coefficient . are usually . different for ions of 
various valency. According to Kauffman n's14) and our re-
sults28)', lhe plots of the coeff~cient of activity vs. concentration 
of the sol show a falling order from ions of higher to those of 
lower valency. In exceptional .cases only, where the density of 
charges on the colloid · !'articles is very low, this ·order may 
be reversed. · 
Other relatiOns. There are a great many other observations 
concerning the coagulation. Some are of a physical, others of 
a chemical or of a mixed character. For illustration the influence 
of the size of the colloid particles may be mentioned29), as it was 
manifested by fractionated coagulati()ll of sulphur sols. There 
are, further, the effects• o·f temperature, of sti:rring, and of other 
factors which are not of such an importance as those direct 
or derived observations which are presented for discussion 
under our subhea.dings. 
THE SPECIAL EXPERIMENT AL SYSTEM AND METHOD 
It is clear that sol far the experimental data for a compre-
hensive theory of the stability of lyophobic sols were insufficient. 
All the simple conceptions .o.f the r6le of neutralization of the 
particle chairges (L in d e r and P i c t o n), of the exchange of 
the ions (D u c 1 au :x), of the critical electrokinetic potential 
(Powis), of the adsorption effects of the coagulating ions 
(Freund 1 i c h), have proved inadequate. With regard to the 
complexity of the problems involved itwiUbe almost impossible 
to discuss the experimental material profitably without some 
limitations regarding the system, the method of observation and 
the theoretical approach. Our discussion and conclusions will, 
therefore, be given not from a general but from our standpoint. 
-A full description of the pure physical factors such as the 
size and the number of colloidal · particies, or the state of the 
composite electrolytic solution, presents such . difficulties that 
28) B: T d .a k, E. Ma t ij e v i c ano K. . S c h u I z, Arb.iv kem., 20, 
l (1948). ' . . . . . ' \ • ;. 
"Y s . 0 d 'e· n, Nov.a Act.a Soc. ScL Upsal, IV, 3, _4!_{1913). . . · 
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it is impossible to start an investigation with the syi>tem actually 
defined in all details. For this reason it is natural that attempts 
are made to find the most effective part of the coagulating me-
chanism, and, after this has been disclosed, to tum back tor an 
exammination and explanation o-f the other parts according 
to the order of the magnitude of their actual or probable 
influences. 
According to this -direction it would be necessary to use 
a special system and an adequate experimental method by 
means of which the most sensitive pomts of the coa2ulatini 
mechanism could not only be detected but also quantitatively 
and systematically followed. 1 
Requirements .concerning the system. The startini point 
must be a system which can be weli defined experimentally. 
It .is also necessary to· use in its preparation the sma11est number 
ot possible steps. As the spec1hcity and the sensibility of a col· 
loiC1 system is influenced mostly by their preparation and su!::>· 
sequent purification, the sols in statu nascencti shoud be pre-
ferred. l:<urther, as we are examining the intluence of electro· 
lytes, simple ionic crystals must be chosen as the colJ.oid 
particles m preterence to other inorganic and organic substances 
tor which the difficulties in dehning the sur1ace structure and 
r~ctions are much greater. 
The other requirements for a standard system are: the ge-
neral feature of the coagulation phenomenon should be nearly 
the same in spite of the changed conditions under which the· 
experiments are performed, and the gradual and systematic 
changes of the greatest possible number of the most effective 
factors should easily be observed. 
It .seems to us that in all these respects the most favorable 
systems are the coagulating systems of silver halides in staiu 
nascendi prepared from a mixture of electrolytes. 
Requirements concerning the method. There is a great 
number of possible experimental techniques for the registration 
of the coagulation, but the limitations for the standard systems 
as given above may prove the tyndallometrical measurements 
tt> be the most convenient. To avoid the superposition of two 
or more effects such as »pure« ionic and other, e. g., adsorption 
processes, it will be necessary to use very diluted systems. For 
dilute systems, und~r o.rdinary working conditions, the tyndal-
lometry is certainly more sensitive than the absorbometry . 
. . In orde_r -to f<:>llow t!ie . co~gul_ating process - ~n ;i.11 its. charac-
teristic features, the number an~ the aize of the coaJlulatin~ 
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particles should be observed from the beginning to the end of 
the coagulation. To meet this requirement, at least approxi-
mately, each system was observed in fixed time intervals through 
a period from 30 seconds up to one or twenty four hours. For 
a rough determination of the size of the particles, the so called 
tyndallometrical dispersion quotients, DQy , have been used. 
The DQT ·method consists in a measurement of the intensity 
of light scattered in two spectral regions, e. g. blue and red; 
the ratios of these intensities, being a function of the particle 
radii, allow an estimation of their size. In such a way an 
approximate determination of pa~ticle size is accomplished very 
quickly and easily. The DQT -values are, namely, nearly linear 
functions of the particle size·s between 50 and 400 mµ. 30}, which 
represent the main region of the coagulation prncesses. 
Actual experiments. We have prepared systems .of sparingly 
soluble silver salts, such as chloride, bromide, iodide and others. 
by mixing the reacting components allways in the same manner. 
The reacting solutions contained various electrolytes, the in-
fluence of which had to be observed. The formation of the 
precipitate through all the stages, from the initial crystalliza · 
tion to the coagulation, and the sedimentation, wa·s followed 
in regular time intervals by measuring the intensity of tyndall 
light by means of a Pulfrich photometer through blue, green 
and red light filters. From a series of such measurements the 
coagulation values have been determined. 
The systems belonging to one series of experiments have 
be.en prepared always in a serial order of 8 to 16 samples which 
have been treated successively in exactly the same manner. 
The precipitating systems have been obtained by mixing equal 
volumes (usually 5 ml) of solutions, from which the one contained 
silver nitr:ate, and the other the hali:de component in a con-
centration exceeding th.at of the silver ion. In order to study 
the effects of other ions, various electrolytes were added to 
the solution which contained the halide component. In this way 
the possibilities of a very large number of variations have been 
opened. 
We prepared, usually, something like a concentration gradi-
ent by us-'.ng a series of 8 to 16 test tubes containing solutions 
in which the investigated electrolyte was varied 'stepwise. Thus, 
so) B. Tezak, Kolloid-Z., 74 16 (1936); Z. physik.a:l. Chem., 175 A, 
219 (1935). 
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the coagulation value's have been determined by taking that 
concentration of the electrolyte, where under the same condi-
tions in respect to aJl other circumstances, the greatest change 
o.f the tyndallometric values in the course of two to twenty 
minutes c,ould be observed. 
For convenience, instead of a great number of graphical 
analysis of the results in diagrams: tyndallometric value vs. 
time (time-tyndallograms) for various concentrations of electro-
lyte, the four or ten minute curves fo the diagram: tyndallo-
metric value vs. logarithm of the concentration of the neutral 
electrolytes (concentraHon-tyndallograms) have been used for 
determination of the concentration limits between rapid and 
slow coagulating processes. Such 'a concentration in an expe-
rimental series wher~ the changes in velocity of precipitation 
are most abrupt is taken as the coagulation value. 
RESULTS AND THEIR INTERPRETATION . 
As model systems we have chosen silver chloride and bromide 
in statu nascendi. The conditions which such systems should 
fulfill are: (a) the crystallization stage should not interfere with 
the coagulation phenomena. (b) the adsorption effects should be 
negligible; and (c) the coefficient of activity of the electrolytic 
solutions in one correlated experimental series should not change 
greatly. 
Experimental results with systems :of silver chloride and 
bromide. Only the experiments can answer whether these condi-
tions are satisfied or not, hut for the beginning it would be worth 
while to start with the assumption that our systems really 
correspond to our requirements. This assumption seems to be 
justified by some experimental results which we are going to 
present here in the connection with our interpretation of the 
coagulating mechanism. The final decision as to the correctness 
of our. assumptions we must leave until a much greater number 
of experiments is collected, which should either confirm or 
invalidate our working hypothesis. 
By precipitation of silver chloride from 1X10~' N solutions 
of silver nitrate and various concentrations of potassium, barium 
a:nd aluminium chloride, the coagulation values for these cations 
were obtain~d. Similar series with lithium, sodium, potassium, 
rubidium and caesium chloride were also made~). These coagu.; 
lation values are shown in Table I. 
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Table I 











s·7 X 10-2 N 
7"4X10-2 N 
5"7 X 10-2N 
5"2 X 10-2 N 
4"6 X 10-2 N 
3·0 X J.Q-3N 
17 X 10-' N 
For systems of silver bromide similar re'Sults were 
obtained31). The difference in preparation of the systems con-
sisted in the use of a constant concentration of the bromide 
ion; · the only va·riable concentration in one experimental series 
was that of the neutral electrolyte 1(potassium, barium· and 
lanthanum nitrate). The results ·are given in Table II. 
Table II 
System: silver nitrate: lXI0-4 N - hydrobromic acid 4 X 10-' N -
Me-nitrate (water solution, '200C) 






l5"6 X 10-2 N 
3"1X1i0-3 N 
1"2 X 10-4 N 
5"0 X m-0 N 
In both series of experimental results the coagulation va-
lues were in the or.der corre!sponcling to the rule of Schulze 
and Hardy. · 
The distribution of the stab:lizing ions. We have mentioned 
the experimental results concerning the amount of adsorpHon of 
the stabilizing ion on silver iodide and brorn:ide20), 21). For the 
silver chloride it may be suposed that the maximum of the ad-
sorption for the . stabilizing iO[l is reached when O·S per cent 
of the free surface of the colloid particles is covered. In respect 
to. the distribution, it is assumed that the stabilizing ions are 
not adsorbed specifically on certain spots but that they are 
distributed in a neary uniform manner throughout the exposed 
s.urface. Thus . the distances between the neighbouring stabilizing 
fons are about 40 and more A. U. For such a distribution it is 
possible to consider that the interaction between the stabilizing 
ion and the ion in solution is a separate elementary process, 
81) B. Te~ a k and E. Mat i j e v i c, A.rhiv. teem., 19; 29 (1947). 
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uninfluence-d by the simila'r interactions in the neighbourhood. 
Many of the processes of the ass.ocia,tion-dissociation equilibria 
related to the ion-pair formation in the solution must be, there-
fore, fully reflected in slightly mgdified circumstances where 
one of the partners o-f the ion-pair i:s fixed on the wall. This is 
our.· basic conception for building up the configuration of the 
boundary region. 
The chemical potential and activity of the coagulitting ion. 
In order to interprete ·the · resuits of ·the Tables I and II an 
attempti will be made to use the chemical potential and the acti- · 
vity coefficient by dividing. hi. th'e usual way the chemical po~ 
tential, !l·i• on one part .of the coul9mbic interactiqns, µ. i(coul), and . 
the other without the electric· potential; iii<o> . Thils ilie iii oHhe 
expression 
(1) 
where Iii and µ.i 0 are the chemical potentials of an ion ~ actual · 
and in some standard state, k 1s the Boltzmann constant, T 
absolute temperature, and a1 activity of an ionic co~stituent, may 
be given by 
!Lt-= '4i (coul) '+' IJ.i(o) (2) 
If the coagul,ation is the result of the cclUlombic interaction.s 
between the stabilizing and the coagulating ions which lead to ' 
the dynamical equilibria of the association-dissociation ratio for 
the ion-pair formation, the ions with the coulombic potential may 
be replaced by other species without the electrical charge 
under the condition that they will undergo mutual intetactipns . 
with the stabilizing ions owing to their the:ffilal an.,dj other poten-
tials, and with the same frequency as charged ions do. To 
achieve this situation it will naturally be necessary that the 
concentration of our uncharged species will be much greater than 
that of the char1ged ones, while the concentration of both should ·· 
be a specific function of the concentration of the stabilizing ions 
fixed on the wall. The chemical potenti1al of the uncharged species 
will be denoted with ili(fix)• and according to (2) is 
(3) . 
where µ1( o) is the chemical potential of the uncharged -species 
which a:re in the same concentration as the charged ions causing · 
fhe'.coagul.ation. The µi (fix).:imust 9e of .the same value for all cases 




µ1(coul) = - µi(fh:) + µ i(o) (4) 
I I 
µ1(coul) = - µi(flx) + µi(o) (5) 
where superscript gives the valency of the counter ions against 
univalent stabilizing ion. 
Since 
µi(fls) = µ0 + kT In C1(fh:l 
and 
µ1co1 r:z µ0 + kT In C1, 
where C denotes a concentration in normalities, it is 
kT I C1(nx1 µ1(coul) = - .n --
Ct 
(6) 
Supposing that there exists a dynamical_ equilibrium of the 
interionic interactions in the layer adjacent to the surface of the 
colloid particle and in the solution in bulk, and that the critical 
condition for coagulation is connected with B j err u m's ion-pair 
fprmation between stabilizing-coagulating ions, the kT may be 
2 
replaced for the case of uni-univalent electrolyte by _e_, where 
· 2Dao 
aO is the interionic distance. Accordingly equation (6) can be 
written 
Taking µ1(coul) 
.. o = _ e2 _ In C1(nxl 
2D µ(coul) C1 
e2 
= kT In I and In I = - - · 
I 2DkT 
(7) 
x we obtail! 
,.o = _!__ In C1cfixl (8) 
x C1 
In the case of ideal distribution of the univalent stabilizing ions 
in respect to the distribution of the ions in the lattice of the 
solution, it may be supposed that thei whole configuration of the 
ions near the surface corresponds to such a packing that the 
critical coefficient of activity of the coagulating ion, I c , is con-
stant at the critical concentration for the coagulation, cC1 , in 
spite of the change of valency or of the size of _coagulation ion. 
In such circumstances __!__ becomes a standard distance, 8~, which x 
is specific for the system under observation. 
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The model of the ionic distribution. To afford a visualized 
conception of the relations encountered in methoric spaces or 
in solutions of electrolytes in general, it will be assumed that the 
:ions of the electrolytic solution occupy positions of a 'latfce' of 
the kind similar to G hos h's interpretation32) but modified in 
the sense of the modern approach. According to the kinetic theory 
of liquids and liquid m '. xtures developed by B er n a 133), L en-
n a r d - Jo n e s34), K i r k w o o d35), S c a t c ha r d36), B o r n37), 
E yr i n g38), S t e w a r t39), H u g g in s40), and others, as well as 
to the results of X-ray, Ram an and infra-red investigations of 
liquid systems, it may be assumed that in solut:ons of electrolytes 
in general there are some arrangements similar to those of the 
heavy polyvalent ions, which show by X-ray reflection photo-
graphy a 'spacing' that increases with the dilution (Pr in s41)). 
Thus an ordinary diluted solution of ·an electrolyte should have 
also a kind od Prins' superarrangement of ions relative to one 
another, as well as a subarrangement of solvent molecules round 
a particular ion. In short periods of time there is, therefore, the 
probability to construct for each ion of the solution a statistical 
'cage' as a function of the dilution and of the type of the 'lattice', 
In the simplest case the distribution will correspond to the 
cubic packing of the spheres, the approximate volume of which 
iis obtained by dividing the whole volume of the solution with 
the total number of ions. The chemical potential of an ion, 
~- = ~~, may be represented in such a circumstance with the 
'.density' of the ionic distribution within the particular sphere. 
The probability that an ion could be found in the neighbourhood 
32) J. Ch.i Ghosh, J. Chem. Soc., 113, ~9, 627, 707; 117, 1'93{} (1920). 
~") J. D. Bern al, Trans. Faraday Soc., 33, 27 (1937). 
34) J. Corner and J. E. Len n a r d - Jones, Proc. Roy. Soc., A 178, 
4101 (1941). . 
~') J. G. K i r k w o o d and E. M. B o g g s, J. Chem. Physics, 10, 
394 (1942); J. G. Kirkwood, J. Chem. Physics, 14, 180 (1946). 
36) G. Scat chard, J. ·Chem. Physics, 9, 34 (1.941); Chem. Rev., 44, 
7 (119'49). 
37) M. B or n and H. S. Green, Proc. Roy. Soc., 188, 1'0 (1946); 
H. S. Green, Proc. Roy. Soc., 189. ·li(Ji3< (1947); M. BO· r n and H. S. 
Green, Pmc. Roy. Soc. , 190, 455 (,1194!7); 191, 11613 (1947). ' 
38) R. B. Par 1 i n and H. E yr i n g, Chem. Rev., 44, 47 (1949); A. E. 
Stearn, E. M. Irish and H. E yr in g, J. Physical Chem., 44, 9'81 (1940). 
· 39) G. W. Stewart, Trans. Faraday Soc .. 33, 238 (1'937); J. Chem. 
Phys., 7, 869 (11939); 11, 72 (1943·). -
40) M. L. Huggins, J. Physical. Chem., 52, 24!8 (19418). 
41) J. A. Prins, J . Chem. Phys. 3. 72 (1933): Trans. Faraday Soc., 
33, 1 w ('1937). 
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of the periphery of one sphere will be given by its 'oscillations', 
resulting in 'self-diffusion' and 'mutual-diffusion' in the sense 
of Yan g's definitions42). To account for the great potentials 
which are influencing the mutual diffusion and the B j err u m's 
associations owing to the coulombic interactions, it may be con-
venient to introduce the effect of Deb ye - H ii c ke 1 atmosphere 
1n a simple way by constructing for each ionic distribution sphere 
a corresponding association shell, the thickness of which for 
. . H z~e2 
a symmetncal electrolyte is 2 2DkT . 
For each electrolytic solution, characterized . with a definite 
coeffic'.ent of activity, the ratio between the shell thickness and 
the radius of the sphere must be a constant, representin~ 
through the corresponding volume ratio the probability that the 
ion is found in the associated state against the probability that 
it will be found in its spheric 'cage' at all. 
With such a model there exists in ideal case the ratio •d
0 = ~~ 
.. c 
which may be used in our expression (8) giving the standard 
thickness, 8d, and the critical thickness of the association shell, 
cd, which is the critical distance of the coulombic interactions 
between stabilizing and coagulating ions, while fl i[coulJ is given as' 
the volume of the corresponding shell. Thus our equation (8) 
becomes 
d _ d I C1111x1 o - • n 
ci 
(9) 
and the values of cd ,and sd express the main characteristics of the 
stabilizing and coagulating ions of the particular sol while their 
variation for the system under the same experimental conditions 
could be attributed directly to the interactions of the stabilizing 
and coagulating ions. The 8d-value would be connected chiefly 
with the density of the stabilizing ions on the surface of the par-
ticles, while the cd-value could be expressed as approximately 
equal to(~- ri) z, where ri is the crystallo,graphic radius of 
2DkT 
the coagulating ion. 
It must be emphasized, however, that all these relations can 
in reality be found only und.er our simplifiedi conditions of which 
may be noticed especially: (1) the concentration of the sol par-
ticles should enable us to consider the adsorption effects as 
42) L. M~ Yang, Proc. Roy. So~ .• A 198, 94', 4171 (1·949). 
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negligible, (2) the density of the stabilizing ions should be corn· 
pa.ratively low (e. g., .one ,charge on more than 500 1\2), (.3) the 
i1onic configuration in the solution should correspond to the 
distribution of the stabilizing ions on the wall according to the 
cubic 'lattice', (4) the stabilizing ions, being uniformly distributed 
on the wall, should not change greatly the critical distanc:e 
between them and the counter ions as compared with the similar 
distances between ions in the solution in bulk, (5) the dielectric 
constant should be taken as equal to that of macroscopic value, 
arid (6) the ·1:atfo hetween' the coefficients of 'self~dHfusiOn' and 
'mutual diffusion' of the ions should not change with the! conceil.· 
tration. . . . . 
The best proof of our view on the architecture of the methori.c 
space in case of the coagulating particles can be given as a resu1t 
of a great nuinber of experiments with the same well defined 
systems. On the ground of the relations discussed, it is to be 
expected that with systems. where only small changes are al· 
lowed, the coagulation performed under the same conditions 
except the coagulating electrolyte may be used to indicate the 
influence of the ionic size and valency accordin.-{ to the expres· 
sions given. 
Of course, in reality many of our relations are far from 
being maintained, but the general picture, however, may be of 
some use as a means for the orientation in this complex field 
of investigation. . . . . 
The schematic presentation ol the boundary state. In Figgs 
1, 2, 3 and 4 the critical conditions for the coagulation of silver 
chloride and bromide · sols in statu nascendi are Hlustrated 
according our concepts. 
Fig. 1 represents the relationship between coulombic parts 
of the univalent ·and bivalent counter · ions against the logarithm 
of their coagulating concentration according to . equations· (4), 
(5) and (6) : 
!J I kT I c i( fi x) + kTI c i(fixl /li(coul) - lli (cou l) :::I - n - - n -- = 
' Ci11 Ci1 
= kTln C i 'I - kTln· C ;1 (JO) 
The concentration values are given from T·able I. 
Using our ._model for the ionic distribution, instead of coulom-
1 Ii 
l?ic parts, ,Ui (coul) and /li (cou lJ• ot the ip.teractions between the stabi· 




















Fig. 1. Relationship between coulombk pa.rt of the chemical potentials and 
logarithm of coagulatioo values of K- and Ba-ch}or:des for AgCl-soL 
responding shells can be taken (Fig. 2). The critical distances cd 
and cd11 are given accordin~ to the expression (9). The value of 
C il fixl was tafoen as equal to 1. Assuming that the .diference bet-
ween the critical distances of barium and potassium icn is 3·8 A (for 
2 
D = 80; 2~kT = 3·6 A), the abscissae values in angtroms have 
been, namely, obtained, and thus the possibility ·to follow the 
influence of the radius of the coagulating ion is given. This re-
lationship is simply expressed for our experimental systems of 
sHver chloride in statu nascendi as 
(11) 
while for the results of the coagulating systems of silver bromide 
(Table II) it is 
{12) 
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Fig. 2. Relationship between crHical dist:lnces and lo,garithm of coagulation 
va'.ues of Li-, Na-, K-, Rb., Cs- and Ba-chlorides for AgCl-sol. 
where z is the valency and r i + the crystallographically deter-
mined radius of the coagulating ion; c i+ being its coagulation 
value. As it may be expected, for each experimental system the 
numerical coefficients are specific. Among many factors which 
are exerting their influence the following may be mentioned: (1) 
the 'density' of the stabilizing ion and its 'concentration' (the 
function of the number and size of the colloidal particles), (2) 
the size and the hydration of the coagulating ion, (3) the 'lattice' 
of the electrolytic solution, ( 4) the variation of the dielectr:c con-
stant of the media generally and in close neighbourhood of an 
ion specially, (5) the rdation of the size of the distribution sphere 
of an ion in solution to the distribut-'.on of the stabilizing ions 
on the wall, etc. In spite of the complexity of all these factors 
the mere simplicity of our expressions {11) and ( 12) seems to 
justify the further steps in constructing some of the structural 
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DISTA>a: 
Fig. 3. Schemadc 
presentation of the 
relat:onship between 
cr·t:cal distance and 
logarithm of coagu-
1lation value for 
AgCl/Cl- - pos:•tive 
charge poi111t (upper 
part), aind Li-, Na-, 
K., Rb- aind Cs-:on 
(lower part). 
In Fig. 3 there is a schematic presentation of the relations 
.between the adsorbed chloride ion as the stabilizing ion, and 
lithium, sodium, potassium. rubidium and caesium as coagulating 
ion, respectively.I 
In cases where the chloride ion is adsorbed on the crystal 
lattice of silver chloride and the counter ion is an univalent po-
sitive ·charge point (upper rpart), the critical distance, cd, could 
be simply given by 
2 
~kT = 3·6 A. U. calcul,ating from the centre 
of the negative ion to the positive charge point. The actual 
distance of the positive charge point to the stabilizing ion i~ 
(cd'-rc1-) = 2·53 A. U. Taking the real counter ion, the critical 
distance becomes greater for the actual distance of one ionic 
radius, ri +. In the lower part of Fig. 3 there :is a ,series of 
alcaline ions with their crystallographically determined radii. 
Their posiHon is such as to give in; a graphical presentation the 
increase of the critical distance in respect to the va,rious ionic 
sizes. 
For the illustration of .the influence of valency of the counter 
ion, and of our concept of the di1stribution sphere and the as-
sociation 1shell, Fig. 4 may be used, where the situation for the 
DISTANCE IN ANGSTROM UNITS 
15 200 250 
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F!g. 4. Schematic presentation of the relationship between critical d"stamces 
(-.-.-lin,e), .thicknesses of ionic atmosphere (,------curve), and 
&stam.ces between ions when uniformlly dist,rihuted in solution ( ...... curve), 
aga·:nst io·garithm of coagulat:on value for :ions -0£ var~ous valloocies. The 
circles represent the ionic distribut'on spheres, wh.]e the partiaUy shaded 
shells g:ve the cou!omb:c parts of the chemical potent'.als for K- and 
, . Ba~fons. ~n criti:caL state for co.agulation. 
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results of Table II is schematically presented. There is the 
diagram: logarithm of coagulation value - distance between 
the stabilizing ion fixe.d on the crystal lattice and the potassium, 
barium, lanthanum and thorium ion respectively. The critical 
distances according to ( 12) are given with one, two, three or 
four lines, respectively, so as to symbolize the corresponding valen-
cies. However, in respect to the actual distances between the 
stabilizing ion and the dissolved counter ion the probability of 
mutual positions must be found. Supposing a statistically uniform 
distribution of the ions, their distances between are given with 
a dotted curve, wh:ch may be used for the construction of our 
distribut:on spheres. Such a sphere, the radius of which is given 
by interionic distance, with the corresponding shell, the thickness 
of which is the critical distance, cd, must have its corresponding 
system in the dissociation-association mechanism between the 
ions in the so.Jution in bulk. Thus the correspondence of slate 
given with the conditions for coagulation signifies such an ar-
nangement between stabilizing-coagulating fon-pa'.r which may be 
directly compared with the similar process of dissociation-asoci-
at:on equilibria of the ions in electrolytic solution. If the con-
ditions on the wall for various coagulating ions are strictly com-
parable between themselves , this state of affair should be 
reflected in the same value of the activity coefficient. On the 
contrary, with eve•ry variation of the activ>ity c.oefficient of the 
electrolytic solution corresponding to the critical coagulation 
value, some changes in the boundary state should be expected. 
Such changes may be connected either with the variation of the 
'density' of the stabilizing ions, or with the influence of the 
stahilizing ion distribution on the distribution of the counter 
ions establishing a special 'lattice' in methoric sp.ace, or with 
the specific interactions of one· kind of ions with the stabilizing 
ion and the ions of the crystal adsorbent, etc. Of course, the 
probable effect of the local dielectric constant43) on the ionic 
interactions may be also taken into account, but as we are 
dealing with corresponding systems on the wall Of the coagula-
ting particles and that in the solution, the variation of the 
whole set of the relative positions cannot chang·e greatly the 
general scene. 
SUMMARY! 
The critical state, when the processes of association-dissoci-
ation of the stabilizing-coagulating ion-pair are. not ·at lhe same 
level as the analogous processes of the ion-pair formation in the 
0 ) H. S. Frank, J. Amer. chem. Soc., 63, 1789 {1941). 
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solution in bulk. is considered as the primary impuls~ for coagu-
lation, thus giving the probability tor a greater association 
between stabilizing and coagulation ion. With this one-sided 
disturbance of the equilibria, the coagulation may proceed as 
a 'result of a process of shrinking of the complex 'lattice' of the 
colloid particles and the surrounding ionic atmosphere, in spite 
of · the charges on the micelles, and - as La n g m u i r43) 
appropriately points out - without the necessity to have an 
aadihonal attractive force postulated by .Hamaker, Ver-
w e y and 0 v e r b e e k and others. 
We agree completely with the statement of W o. 
0stwa1 d, that the Hrst principle of the coagulahon processes 
must lie in the conditions given by the state of the electrolytic 
solution, but from our point of view the caution must be added 
that this statement should apply also to the functional rela-
tionship between the state 01 the electrolytic solution and the 
ionic arrangement in the methoric space. Both sides, .the solution 
and the constants connected with the methoric space and espe· 
ciaHy the 'density' of the stabilizing ions, are equally important, 
and we have in the critical conaitions for the coagulation a 
correspondence of state which can be used as a means for the 
investigating them both. When the equilibria between the ionic 
interactions in · methoric space and electrolytic solution are 
disturbed, it is possible to have either .a peptization or a coagu-
lation phenomenon, each of which have many specific features . 
. We have supposed that the lower degree of the association be· 
lween the SLab1lizing-coagulat.ng ion-pair agamst the similar 
process of pair formation in electrolytic solution could be made 
responsible for the initial stage of coagulation of lyophobic S·ols; 
for further stages we are aware that they represent a series of 
problems of a different kmd than those we have hitherto con· 
sidered, and although they are important for course of the coagu· 
lation, there role is however. of the second order. 
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METORIKA KOAGULACIONIH PROCESA. I. 
MEHANIZAM KOAGULACIJE HIDROFOBNIH SOLOV A 
Bozo Tefak 
Radi potrebe da teoTija ohuhvati sve poznate eksperimentalne nalaze 
o koagulaciji !iofobn:h: solova, .dan je kratak pregled najvafoijih cinjenica 
[ empirijskih pravila s obzirom na fenomenologiju koa·gulacije. Posebno je 
~pomenuto: (1) prav.i'1o Sc h u I z e-a i Hardy-a, (2) odnos izmedu veli-
cine · jona i njegove koaguLacione vrijednosti, (3) pravi!o · Burton-a i 
B d s ho p-<0•ve, .( 4)· oolazi o adsorpctiji staJbi:1i:za.ci01I1ih jona, (5) rezu[tati 
efoktroforetskih pTOma.tranja Cestica, koje SU U stanju koagulacije, (6) 
antagonistic.lei efekti jona, (7) utjecaj p,romjene dielektricne konstante 
koagu'..acionog medija, (8) odnos izmedu koa:gulacione vrijednostf i koefi-
cienta elektrolitno·g aktiv.iteta i dr . 
. Izneseni S\t raz'.ozi, zasto su .izabrani solovi sre·bmih halogenida in 
statu nascendi kao eksperimenta1lni sistem.i, na kojima se moigu promatrati 
svi ti odnosi. · . 
Diskutirani su neki ·rezultati, koji su vee dobiveni s ovakovim solo~ 
vima i kod toga je pokazan put za teoretsku interpretaciju. Koagulacio1ii 
mehanizam je predstavljen kao re·zultat promjene . u d.inamickoj ravno-
tezi, koja postoji izmedu stabilizacionih jona i protujona. Predpostavljeno 
je, <la je koagulacija posljedie<i vece vjerojatnosti stvaranja jonskih parova 
(u ·B j err u m-ovom smis'.u) izmedu stahilizacionih i koa·gulacionih · jona 
nasuprot slicnim procesima asocijacije-disodjacije jona u unutra5njosti te-
kuc.ine. Osobito je naglasen utjecaj gustoce i raspored:aja s.fabi:izacionih 
jona usporedivsi ih s konfiguraciJom jona u kineticko.-statistickoj mrezi 
jori.a eiektroHtne otopine. Kod toga je pokazana mogucnost, da se na4e 
jednostavan i;>dnos izmedu logaritlna kriticne koncetracije za koagu'..aciju 
i posebne kriticne· udaljenosti, koja je oznacena s ed. Ta udaljenost 
je uzeta kao debljina ljuske, koja pokazuje vjeroj.atnost coulombskih 
utjecaja kod jonskih distri,bucionih sfera, s kojima je p.redstavljen . jedno-
stavni model za strukturu elektrolitne otopine. · 
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